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	NAME: Saiizan
	DESCRIPTION: Saiizan evolved on a planet-sized comet (now small moon-sized), of which only scant traces remain. Now, they make their homes in frozen places where no other race desires to eke out an existence. They are generally stereotyped as beings of bad luck & ill fortune. As refugees, this outlook has aided their survival as other races are more apt to leave them alone. They usually populate arctic poles where the climate does not bother them. However, they still require resources that the polar ice cannot provide. Kaicendre is the Guiding One, goddess of comets, omens, returning, & their patron deity. Names: Primary names, are constructed by their parents, each parent providing a syllable that expresses their love for the child, such as Erzak, Mahlo, Duyee, or Slembrit. Those with first names consisting of only 1 syllable are typically “half-loved” bastards, such as Zak, Lo, Yee, or Brit. Secondary names relate to a subject or area of interest that an individual seeks to master, such as Anatomy, Molecular Biology, or Piano. 
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: <Joined the tail.> Reference to when fragments of their old home broke away to form the comet’s tail of debris.
	Text Field 7: Control +2, Fitness +1, Insight +2, Reason -2
	Text Field 8: Saiizan have mandible jaws & single red eye centered on their foreheads. Their bodies are covered in chitinous plates that range in colored hues. They possess 4 arms & 2 legs. Their hands are covered in prehensile fibers that act as digits. They have powerful hearts that once every few seconds in order to maintain their cardiovascular system. Males are distinguished by their spiny frills, while females possess no frills at all.
	TALENTS: Saiizan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Four-Armed [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Saiizan have 4 arms, which allows you to wield & hold up to 4 wpns & eqpt. While it does increase the # of items you can have at the ready, it doesn’t increase the # of attacks you can make during combat. You are able to complete 2 work intervals /1 during Extended tasks.
	TALENT NAME 2: Cold Immunity [Bonus]
	TALENT TEXT 2: Saiizan can dwell in areas with freezing temperatures without risk of contracting frostbite or dying from hypothermia. You are immune to Cold damage. In addition, 1/mission, you can add +3CD of Cold damage [Piercing 5] to your Unarmed attacks. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Trill
	TALENT TEXT 3: As a full-round action, a Saiizan can emit a strange trilling sound that affects a single target w/in 30ft. The creature must succeed an Insight roll or be fascinated for as long as you continue to trill. If a creature has resisted the effect, it cannot be affected again for the rest of the scene.
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